3

Free time
GOALS
•	Understand reference words in an article
•	Ask and answer questions about what you do in
your free time
• Practise verb phrases for free-time activities
•	Predict the content of a podcast
• Think about different messaging styles
• Write a short email asking for information

1 Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.
1 Look at the photo. What is the person doing?
2 Do you like doing this? Why? / Why not?
WATCH

2

3.1

Watch the video. Answer the questions.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC EXPLORER

BRIAN KASTL
1 What does Brian do in his free time?
2 Where does he do these activities?

3 Make connections. How do you feel about
Brian’s free-time activities? Are there any
you enjoy?
Brian goes hiking in his free time.
I go hiking in my free time too.

A man plays basketball at
Fargnoli Park, Rhode Island, US.
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3A
Everyone watches TV
READING

1 Read the list of free-time activities. Which
activities do you do?
• check social media
• spend time with
family or friends
• cook
• exercise
• listen to music
• play sports

•
•
•
•
•
•

play video games
read
shop online
travel
watch TV
work in the garden

2 Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.
1 From the list in Exercise 1, what are your three
favourite activities?
2 Are there any that you never do? Why?
3 Which activities are popular with younger people?
4 Which activities are popular with older people?

3 Read the article and chart on page 37 quickly.
According to this information, what affects the
way we spend our free time?
a Being a man or a woman
b Age
c Country of birth

4 Look at the Reading skill box. Then read section
A of the article. What do the bold expressions
(1–6) refer to? Choose the correct option (a–c).
READING SKILL
Understanding reference words

Writers often use pronouns such as it, them
or their, or words such as that and those, to
refer to a person, thing or idea that appears earlier in
the text. Writers use these words to avoid using the
same word again and again.
1 a
b
c
2 a
b
c

How old are you?
How do you spend your free time?
Do you watch TV?
reading books, spending time with family
social media, online games
watching TV, working in the garden

LESSON GOALS
• Understand an article about free-time activities
• Understand reference words
• Reflect on the ideas in an article and connect
them to your own life

3 a
b
c
4 a
b
c
5 a
b
c
6 a
b
c

people
free-time activities
the answers
people in many different countries
the answers
The Nielsen Corporation
watching TV
the number-one free-time activity
Generation Y
Generation X
Generation Y
Generation Z

5 Work in pairs. Look at the chart (section B).
Answer the questions.
1 Which generation has reading as the top activity?
2 What activity is in the top five for Generation Z but
not for the other generations?
3 What activity is in the top five for all groups except
for Generation Z?
SPEAKING

6 Look at the Critical thinking skill box. In pairs,
discuss questions 1–5.
CRITICAL THINKING SKILL
Reflecting

Reflecting is thinking about the ideas we
read. When we do this, we connect the information
we read with our own experiences.

How

do you spend your

The answer to 1that question probably depends
on your age. Perhaps older people enjoy looking
after plants in a garden, while younger people
prefer video games? And we know that lots
of people enjoy watching TV, but what about
reading, or spending time with family? Today’s
young people love social media and online
games, but what about reading books or family
time? Are 2those activities only popular with
older people?

Research by The Nielsen Corporation gives us the
answers – and some of 3them may surprise you.
4
The company asked people in many different
countries to choose their favourite activities from a
list. The research shows that yes, everyone enjoys
watching TV – for Generations X and Y, 5it’s the
number-one free-time activity. But Generation Z
prefer reading and listening to music – for 6them,
watching TV is in third place.

TOP FREE-TIME ACTIVITIES
Percentage of people with the activity in their top three
Generation Z

The Silent Generation

(born after 1995)

(born 1925–1945)

37%

Listening to music
27%

Reading

23%

Watching TV

19%

Spending time with family or friends

18%

Exercising

17%

Playing online games

Reading
Watching TV
Spending time with
family or friends
Travelling
Working in the garden

The Baby Boom Generation
(born 1946–1964)

42%
40%
29%
25%
22%

Watching TV
Reading
Spending time with
family or friends
Travelling
Listening to music

Checking social media

17%

Generation X

Generation Y

Playing video games

16%

(born 1965–1984)

(born 1985–1995)

13%

Playing sports

12%

Travelling

1 Does the data for your generation describe your
free-time activities?
2 Are these generations the same in your country?
Or do you have different generations with
different names?
3 Do you do free-time activities that aren’t
mentioned in the article? What are they?
4 Do you know people from all of the generations
in the article?
5 Do the people you know do the activities on the
lists? Do they do other activities?

?

free time

11%

Shopping online

8%

Cooking
Working in the garden

2%

Watching TV
Spending time with
family or friends
Reading
Travelling
Listening to music

38%
30%
24%
22%
21%

Watching TV
Spending time with
family or friends
Listening to music
Reading
Travelling

42%
29%
28%
22%
19%

31%
28%
27%
20%
18%

A free open-air cinema in Athens, Greece.

EXPLORE MORE!
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Search online for ‘popular free-time activities’ and learn more
about how people spend their time.
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3B
How do you relax?
LISTENING AND GRAMMAR

1 Work in pairs. Look at the list of activities in
Exercise 2. Do you know anyone who does these
activities?
A: Do you know anyone who paints or draws?
B: Yes, I do. My friend David paints.
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC EXPLORER

2

3.1 Listen to an interview with Brian Kastl.
Tick (✓) the activities that Brian does.
a paints or draws
b cooks for friends
c plays an instrument
d listens to music
e reads books

3 Read the Grammar box. Then answer
questions 1–4.

LESSON GOALS
• Understand someone talking about his interests and activities
• Practise using the present simple and adverbs of frequency
• Practise the sounds /t/ and /d/
• Ask and answer questions about what you do in your free time

4

Complete the questions and answers using
these words. Then listen again to check.
do Do your What does

Interviewer: 1
do in your free time?
Brian:	I spend time with friends and I
sometimes cook for them.
Interviewer: 2
friends cook for you?
3
Brian:	Yes, they
. My friend
Kelsey makes great Italian food.
Interviewer:	4
she make?
Brian:	She often makes pizza.
Interviewer:	5
you usually get
together?
Brian:	At the weekend – on Friday or Saturday
night.

5 Read the Grammar box. Then answer
questions 1–4.

Use adverbs of frequency to talk about how often
you do things.
I don’t often see her during the week.
We usually get together at the weekend.
I always listen to music after work.

1 What verb is used for questions with a yes or
no answer?
2 In yes/no questions and open questions, what
form is the main verb?
3 What question word begins a question about a
thing?
4 What question word begins a question that asks
‘in what way’?
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10 Write down 3–5 free-time activities that you

CLEAR VOICE
Saying /tt/ and /d
d/

11 Work in pairs. Ask and answer questions about

Listen and circle the word you hear.
1 a do
b to
2 a down
b town
3 a dry
b try
3.3

9 Work in pairs. One student says a word from
each pair in Exercise 8. The other student points
to the word.

enjoy.
free-time activities. You can use your ideas from
Exercise 10 and the ideas below.
Remember:
• Ask yes/no questions with Do and Does.
• Ask open questions for more information.
• Use adverbs of frequency.
A: What do you do in your free time?
B: I go mountain biking.
A: Do your friends go with you?
B:	Sometimes. What about you?

12 Now change partners. Ask your new partner
about their first partner’s interests.
A: What does Zhang Wei do in his free time?
C: He often listens to music.
A: What kind of music does he listen to?
C: He likes rock music.

Adverbs of frequency

GRAMMAR

Yes/no questions and answers
Use do + infinitive to ask yes/no questions.
Do your friends cook
Yes, they do.
for you?

8

SPEAKING

3.2 Look at the Clear voice box. Listen
and repeat.

The sounds /t/ and /d/ are both made with
your tongue touching the top of your mouth,
behind your teeth.
When you say /t/, there is no voice from the throat
and air comes from your mouth.
/t/ to
When you say /d/, there is voice from the throat, but
less air comes from your mouth.
/d/ do

What do you When do

and answers

Go to page 168 for the Grammar reference.

7

3.1

GRAMMAR Present simple questions

Open questions and answers
Use question word + do + infinitive to ask more
open questions.
How do you relax?
I spend time with
friends.
What does she make? She often makes pizza.

PRONUNCIATION

Go to page 168 for the Grammar reference.
1
2
3
4

Where in the sentence do the adverbs go?
Which word means nearly all of the time?
Which word means every time?
Which verb do you use with not often?

6 Complete the sentences so that they’re true for
you. Use these words (you can use the words
more than once).
always never not often not usually
often sometimes usually

1
2
3
4
5

I
My friends
I
I
My friends

go snowboarding.
cook for me.
read books in English.
listen to music.
watch football on TV.

Brian and his
friend have a
barbecue.
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3C
What do you love doing?

LESSON GOALS
• Talk about free-time activities
• Practise predicting the content before listening
• Practise the sounds /ɔː/ and /ɜː/
• Talk about how often you do things

6

Listen again. Tick (✓) the main points of
the podcast.
1 Money makes people unhappy.
2 Having free time is an important part of being
happy.
3 Keeping the house tidy helps make people happy.
4 Driving to work isn’t healthy.
5 Making some plans for your free time is a
good idea.
6 You shouldn’t make too many plans for your
free time.
3.5

7 Look at the ideas in Exercise 6. Do you agree
with the podcast? Why? / Why not?
LISTENING

1 Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

4 Look at the Listening skill box and the podcast

2

questions 1–3.

Use expressions of frequency to say how often
things happen.
Have a family meal every Thursday evening.
Walk part of the way to work three times a
week for exercise.
Try taking the bus once a week.
Meet friends twice a month after work.

Before you listen, think about the topic. What
do you think the speaker(s) will say about it?

Podcast

a the gym
b team sports
c a run

4 learn
5 take
6 listen

12:45

d to a podcast
e a musical instrument
f photographs

30

In today’s podcast, we ask What makes us happy? We
found an answer in the work of writer Jessica Stillman –
and the answer may surprise you. Listen to find out more!

g the house
h clothes
i the dishes

How do you think the podcast will answer the
question What makes us happy?
a
b
c
d
e

Go to page 161 for the Vocabulary reference.

3 Work in pairs. Which activities in Exercise 2 do
you enjoy? Which do you not enjoy? Why?
I sometimes enjoy doing the dishes because my family
works together to clean up after a meal.
I don’t usually enjoy playing team sports. I like
watching sports on TV.
I enjoy going to the gym. It’s hard, but it makes
me happy.

-12:25

10

Doing housework
7 do
8 tidy
9 wash

Now Playing

Episode 4: What makes us happy?

Doing a hobby

5

CLEAR VOICE
Saying /ɔː
ɔː/ and /ɜː
ɜː/

These sounds are long. With /ɔː/ your mouth
is round.
/ɔː/ walk, always
With /ɜː/ it is only a bit open.
/ɜː/ work, Thursday

11 Look at the plan for a week and follow

being with friends and family
having expensive things
having lots of money
having time for interesting activities
having an exciting job

Go to page 168 for the Grammar reference.
1 Which word means one time?
2 Which word means two times?
3 Which word means each?

9 Complete the sentences with these words.
August

1
2
3
4

MONDAY
TUESDAY

GRAMMAR Expressions of frequency

3.4

1 play
2 go for
3 go to
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8 Read the Grammar box. Then answer

LISTENING SKILL
Predicting the content

Exercising and keeping fit

3.6 Look at the Clear voice box. Listen
and repeat.

GRAMMAR

notes. Then answer the question below.

Match the verbs (1–9) with the nouns (a–i)
to make activities. Then listen to check.

10

steps 1–4 below.

VOCABULARY
1 Do you have enough free time, or do you
want more?
2 What do you want to do in your free time?
I want more free time. I want more time to watch TV
with my sister.

PRONUNCIATION AND SPEAKING

every

month

once

times

I walk to work
Thursday.
I meet my friends
a week.
I do housework twice a
.
I go to a restaurant three
a
month.
5 My family goes to the beach every
.

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

1 Write your usual work or study schedule.
2 Now note times that you have free time.
3 What activities could you do at those times?
Write in some ideas.
4 Have a conversation with your partner about
your schedule. What do you usually do? What new
ideas do you have?
A: I walk to work every Thursday. I always listen to a
podcast at this time.
B: What kind of podcast do you listen to?
A: A news podcast.

3.5 Listen to the podcast. Did you correctly
predict the answer?

EXPLORE MORE!
Find out more about hobbies. Search online for ‘hobby ideas’. Are there any you want to try?
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3D
Thinking about messaging styles
SPEAKING

LESSON GOALS
• Learn about different writing styles for
short messages

• Discuss some tips for messaging
• Think about and react to different
messaging situations

Messaging on the Smartphone

1 Many of us spend a lot of our free time chatting
to friends and family. How do you normally chat
with your friends? Put a–f on the line below.
a email
d face to face
b messaging them on
e calling them on the
an app
phone
c texting them
f on social media

Never

Always

More than 41 million
messages are sent every minute.

56% of messages sent by people
who often use messaging apps
contain emojis.
Most messages get a reply
within 3 minutes.

3 min.

MY VOICE

Laughing

2

The way we laugh in messages can be
different in different countries.

Watch the video about messaging apps
and answer the questions.
1 How does Helen feel about these short
messages? Why?
2 What are some differences between chatting with
someone face to face and chatting with them on
a messaging app?
3 Do you sometimes feel the same as Helen?
3.2

In pairs, match the words (1–5) with the
examples (a–e).
a HEY
1 capital letters
b xoxoxo
2 exclamation marks
c ??
3 emojis
d !!!
4 question marks
e
5 hugs and kisses

In Spanish-speaking countries, this is jajaja
In Brazil, it’s kkkkk
In Thailand, it’s 555

4 Read the infographic and answer the questions.
1 How many messages do people send a minute?
2 When do most messages receive a reply?
3 Are the ways we laugh in messages the same in
different countries? Give three examples.
4 What punctuation can people use in messages
to ‘shout’?
5 Why is it not a good idea to end a chat with
kisses in some countries?

Punctuation

SPEAKING

7 OWN IT! Work in groups. Imagine you are in
situations 1–5. How would you feel? What would
you do? Discuss your answers.
1 You ask someone a question and they don’t reply
for 12 hours. You need an answer.
I’d send them the question again.
I’d ask them ‘Why aren’t you replying?’
2 Your friend is telling you about her problem. She
sends you three messages and you try to reply, but
more messages keep coming.
3 You are in a group chat. Someone asks a question.
Everybody sees the message, but nobody replies.
4 Your friend is angry with you and sends you long
messages to tell you why he is angry.
5 You reply to your friend’s question and she doesn’t
message back.

8 Work in pairs. Read the text and discuss the
questions 1–2.

these do you already do? Which are new to you?

 = ھhahaha

3 Helen talks about things she sees in messages.

(N). Then compare with a partner and say why.
1 I often start my messages with ‘Hi’ because it
sounds friendly.
2 I sometimes use emojis to show that I’m not angry
about something.
3 I use capital letters to show I am angry.
4 When I write messages in my language, I often use
a lot of exclamation marks.
5 I sometimes use ‘LOL’ or ‘hahaha’ when something
is funny.
6 When I write to my friends, I always write ‘hugs’ or
‘kisses’ at the end.
7 When I see that someone is typing, I always wait
for the full message before I answer.
8 When I’m busy, I often wait a few hours before
I reply to messages.
9 I don’t usually message in group chats.
10 I never give bad news using messages.

6 Look at the Communication skill box. Which of

In English, LOL = Laugh Out Loud
In the Arab world, ha3 –

5 Look at the sentences and answer yes (Y) or no

?!?!

Writing everything in capital letters looks
like you’re SHOUTING.
Using too many exclamation marks or
question marks can look like you’re angry!!

Kisses
In the UK and the US, some people
end a chat with xx = kisses.
When messaging in Spanish or Italian, x = for.
Instead, Besos (Spanish) or Baci (Italian) = kisses.
In some countries, there is no kissing culture, so
ending chats with kisses is not a good idea.

COMMUNICATION SKILL
Five tips for messaging

1	Don’t take too long to reply: 24 hours is
too long.
2	Wait for the other person to reply before you
continue. Don’t send lots of messages at once.
3	Try not to give bad news using a messaging app.
Call them instead.
4	If you’re not sure what the writer really means
in their message or how they feel, ask them
a question.
5 End your chat with a ‘Thank you’ or ‘Thanks’.

R

AQUEL often uses her smartphone for
messaging and sends 100–200 messages
to her friends every day. Raquel’s aunt Maria
has a new smartphone and has started to use
messaging for the first time. Raquel starts
chats with Maria, but Maria’s messages are
long and they sound like letters. Raquel likes
their chats, but she also thinks they take up a
lot of her free time. Maria tells Raquel to stop
using emojis and GIFs because she doesn’t
understand them and they are ‘too much’.
Raquel feels upset.

1 What do you think Raquel should do? Why?
a Don’t think about it too much. And find some
free time to chat to Maria.
b Teach Maria about how people usually message
these days.
c Talk about the good and bad points of their
different messaging styles.
d Change her messaging style to be like Maria.
2 How do you feel when you receive a message or
an email and it has a different style from yours?
What do you do?
When the other person writes very long messages,
I get annoyed. I don’t want to message them back.

EXPLORE MORE!
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What messaging apps are popular in your country and how are they used? Find out more about how people
use messaging apps by searching online with the words ‘messaging apps + statistics’ for your country.
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3E
What time are the classes?

LESSON GOALS
• Learn to structure short emails asking for
information

• Learn different ways to ask for information
in an email
• Write an email asking for information

5 Look at the Writing skill box. Then put a–f in
order in the email below.
WRITING SKILL
Structuring an email

SPEAKING AND LISTENING

READING FOR WRITING

1 Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

4 Read Layla’s email to the dance school. Are these

1 What is your weekly timetable like?
I do English classes on Mondays.
I visit my parents on Saturdays.
2 Is there anything new you want to learn?
What classes do you want to do?
I want to take piano classes.
I want to learn Mandarin.

2

Listen to Layla and Melisa. Why does Layla
call Melisa?
3.7

3

Listen again. Fill in Layla and Melisa’s
weekly timetable.
3.7

LAYLA

MELISA

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

sentences true (T) or false (F)?
1 Layla doesn’t know the name of the person she
is writing to.
2 Layla wants to know when the dance classes start.
3 Layla wants to know if they have salsa classes on
Tuesday evenings and Sundays.
4 Layla asks how long the classes are.
New Message

dinner with
sister sometimes

Here is one structure you can use to write
emails asking for information.
1 Start your email, e.g. with Hello or Dear ...
2	Say why you are writing and/or the type of
information you are asking for.
3 Ask your questions.
4 Thank the receiver.
5 Sign off with your name.

e Hello,
f	What time do your Tuesday classes start and
where are the classes?

6 Look at the Useful language box and complete
the email on the right.
Useful language
an email

Thank you.

To start emails
You don’t know their name: Hello, / Good
morning,
You don’t know them well: Dear Mr Cruz, /
Dear Ida,
You know them well: Hi Jordi, / Hey Lisa!

Sunday

Layla K.

Asking for information in

To say why you’re writing
I’m writing because …
I’m interested in …
I would like more information about …
To end an email
You don’t know their name: Best regards, /
Kind regards,
You don’t know them well: Best regards, /
Best wishes,
You know them well: Best, / Take care,
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Do you have beginner classes? Which days of the
week are they on?
Thank you.
Best 5

,

Simon

7 WRITE Write an email asking for information

Do you have classes on Thursday evenings and
Sundays? Also, how much do the classes cost?

Best regards,

4

b Waan C.

d Thank you.

Saturday

I would like more
about your yoga classes. I’m
in some beginner classes.

WRITING TASK

To: information@houseofmovement.com

My friend Melisa and I are interested in your salsa
classes. I understand your new salsa classes start
next week.

I’m writing 2

a Best wishes,

From: Layla K.

Hello,

swimming

Mrs Egan,

3

c	I’m very interested in your ballet classes and I
understand you have classes every day.

Subject: Information about salsa classes

1

about a class. Choose an option (a or b).
a Think about a class you want to start doing
and write an email to the school asking for
information. Think about the information you
need. It could include these questions.
• When do new classes start?
• What day/time are classes on?
• How much do they cost?
• How can you join the classes?
b You want to know more about a new ballet class,
but you can’t find this information online. Write a
short email to ballet teacher Donya Sokol and ask
these questions:
• When do the new ballet classes start?
• Are there any beginner classes?
• Which days are they on?
• What time are the classes?

8 CHECK Use the checklist. The email ...
opens with a correct greeting.
gives the reason for your email.
asks about the classes.
includes thank you.
signs off with Best wishes / Best regards /
Kind regards.

9 REVIEW Read your partner’s email. Did they
include all the points in the checklist? Did they
use some of the Useful language?
Go to page 155 for the Reflect and review.
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